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INTRODUCTION

Many of you, like me, may be wondering where 2019 has gone. Q4 is well underway and we are 
approaching Black Friday and Christmas at breakneck speed, but this is also the time when planning 
for next year becomes a top priority. This period is often one of reflection as we analyze the 
challenges and successes we encountered over the last 10 months. 

While this article aims to prepare you for the opportunities in the year ahead, it would be remiss of us 
not to mention some of the pinnacle events that have occured in 2019, which have drastically 
affected our strategies and will continue to impact our businesses. What follows is an evaluation of 
the current political, economic, social, legal and technological factors that are affecting your 
strategies and will continue to do so well into the decade ahead. 

The digital marketing scene this year has been dominated by the subject of privacy, and we’ll 
continue to see how companies and leaders approach the issue. Our reflection on 2019 also 
explores the rise of in-housing and Amazon’s push to shake up the advertising duopoly. 

As we look to 2020, our ‘Ones to Watch’ section explores six key factors expected to impact 
advertisers. Topics such as the increased pressure on big tech, retail’s evolution, and the introduction 
of CCPA are anticipated to shape the industry, and marketers should be prepared for their effects.  

Craig Brown
Head of Delivery

The State of Advertising.
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The fact is, the speed of both behavioral and technical change in the digital industry shows 
no sign of letting up as we move into Q4. The awesome power that digital technologies 
are putting into the hands of marketers, combined with an increased focus by the industry 
on responsibility and transparency, mean we are set to enter 2020 with the digital 
marketing industry in both the most innovative and structurally sound position it’s ever 
been in.



2019: 
A Reflection
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2019 will certainly be remembered as the year when privacy came to the fore, with some big 
commitments being made to place privacy at the center of the digital advertising landscape from 
some of technology’s biggest players.

In fact, Apple have struck out with a vengeance; launching a series of innovations that have firmly 
positioned the company as a disruptor within the digital space. At the Worldwide Developers 
Conference in June, Apple announced a new series of restrictions which highlights a commitment to 
the privacy-first model.  

The biggest announcement was “Sign In with Apple” - an alternative to signing in with Facebook and 
Google - which allows users to withhold their email addresses from apps by providing an 
anonymized email address that forwards on to their real address. Changes are also being made to 
location tracking, with users now able to share their location with an app “just once”, requiring the 
app to ask for permission again the next time it is opened. Developers also won’t be able to 
piggyback off Bluetooth or WiFi in order to determine user location.

This privacy-first model might be great for users, but the outlook is not as positive for marketers who 
could now lose ownership of their app audiences; hindering the ability to build up email databases 
and hence use them for targeting strategies. However, since there doesn’t appear to be a way to 
switch over to an Apple sign-in, the risk for marketers here is slim - users who have already signed up 
with another third-party system will continue to use this login. The biggest impact will come from 
restrictions to location tracking, as it will put a serious dent in an advertiser’s ability to run 
location-based advertising for those on Apple devices

While Google and Facebook’s updates haven’t been as drastic, both have been keen to show their 
compliance. Google have been working to demonstrate a more respectful attitude to user privacy; 
enabling automatic deletion of third-party tracking cookies within at least three months. While not as 
bold of a move as Safari or Firefox, it certainly signals Google’s intentions. Facebook has also wanted 
to show the error of its ways, with Zuckerberg promising “the future is private” in April. 
Unsurprisingly, there was little meat on the bones on the delivery of these promises, but these 
statements mirror the shift in intent.

If 2019 was the year a privacy-first agenda firmly took hold in our industry, in 2020, we’ll see exactly 
how the impact of this plays out across every company within it.

Privacy Takes Center Stage.

2019: A REFLECTION
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In-Housing Makes Waves.

2019: A REFLECTION

One of the biggest trends we have seen this year is the growing interest in in-housing, with direct 
platforms like Google and Facebook making it appear easy to self-serve. The moment has even 
gained enough traction for the incoming head of the Institute of Practitioners in Advertising, Nigel 
Vaz, to officially note it as a major issue for agencies. 

In a speech to set the tone for his tenure, which began in May, he highlighted that the public trusts 
advertising executives less than politicians and estate agents. When considered alongside the 
current in-housing trend, the advertising industry needs to find new ways to evolve. This means 
developing new relationships with clients that center on a revenue-growing partnership, rather than 
simply spending ad budgets. Clients will increasingly need partners to help them manage their 
in-housing journey, providing the support and expertise they need to ensure a successful transition. 

Certainly, the research suggests that clients are becoming increasingly interested in taking on some 
advertising responsibilities. A Digiday report, for instance, found 91% of brands have moved at least a 
part of their digital marketing operations in-house.

The report also found that 61% of marketers who have in-house teams will still partner with agencies 
for creative production, with 63% actually believing in-housing is a passing trend.

The apparent contradiction is probably best answered by some brands believing they can save 
budget by handling some of the simpler work in the execution of campaigns while still realizing they 
need the strategic expertise and creative talents offered by an agency, not to mention their access to 
data and media buying power.

Similarly, figures from the Association of National Advertisers published in January, relating to 2018, 
show that three in four advertisers now in-house creative, while a third handle their own media. 
However, none handle their own strategy.

The in-housing trend shows no signs of tailing off any time soon and 2020 will continue to see the 
development of a range of models as brands restructure their approach to agency partners.

©2019 Incubeta.  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

https://www.thedrum.com/opinion/2019/05/01/advertising-must-reimagine-itself-nigel-vazs-ipa-presidents-speech-full
https://www.emarketer.com/content/in-housing-is-about-more-than-programmatic


We’ve talked about the duopoly of Google and Facebook so far, but there’s a new player on the 
horizon who is more familiar with ecommerce than advertising. Amazon is gaining market share 
and, from a near standing start has increased advertising revenues by 64% in just two years.

Amazon Turns the Duopoly into a Trilogy.
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2019: A REFLECTION

According to eMarketer’s numbers, Amazon is set to increase US advertising 
revenues by 50% this year and account for a little over 8% of the country’s 
digital marketing spend. That may sound small compared to the 37% and 22% 
enjoyed by Google and Facebook respectively but it also more than the 
combined market share of the advertising businesses in fourth and fifth spot, 
Microsoft and Verizon. 

The ecommerce giant has a unique advantage over its counterparts: it not 
only knows what a user is searching for right now, it also knows their 
purchasing history. Google knows what they say they are looking for. 
Amazon knows what they have actually bought, providing a 
hotly-anticipated bridge between search and shopper marketing.

When considering the pace of this rise, it is worth remembering that 
Amazon now trumps Google for market share in product searches 
and that, typically, nine in ten purchases start on Amazon through a 
search on its own site, rather than through an external search or an 
affiliate’s site.

It is important to note here that budgets aren’t being shifted 
away from the duopoly in favor of Amazon, rather that new 
money is being brought into the market specifically for this 
channel. This budget tends to be redistributed from both 
offline budgets and non-advertising budgets. What this 
means is that, while some have interpreted Amazon’s rise as 
taking power and share away from the duopoly, it’s actually 
just becoming a power in its own right. This is important to 
note as budgets and priorities are re-aligned for the coming 
year.

In summary, just as every brand has a Google strategy today, 
the time is soon coming when that will also be true of 
Amazon.

https://www.emarketer.com/content/us-digital-ad-spending-will-surpass-traditional-in-2019
https://www.retaildive.com/news/amazon-now-dominates-google-in-product-search/531822/
https://www.retaildive.com/news/amazon-now-dominates-google-in-product-search/531822/


2020: 
The Ones to Watch
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The tech industry has become incredibly consolidated and powerful, drawing criticism from 
consumers, politicians, and businesspeople alike. With a backdrop of scandals, bias, and increased 
privacy concerns, many are calling for the break-up of big tech companies through antitrust 
regulation.
 
Google, Amazon, Apple, and Facebook all have pending antitrust investigations into their businesses 
as a whole. The investigative bodies include the US Department of Justice, the FTC, and the House 
Judiciary Committee, along with multiple state attorneys general. These probes are meant to 
determine if the companies have captured too much power in the tech industry through acquisition 
and anti-competitive tactics. 

While these companies operate under different business models, many of the allegations share 
similarities. Google, Amazon, and Apple are accused of using their platforms to give preferential 
treatment to the products that benefit them most and critics contend that these companies cannot 
own the marketplace while selling on it as well. Facebook and Google are facing increased scrutiny 
for their use of consumer data and privacy concerns, in addition to their advertising practices. 

With bipartisan efforts and increased public support, some sort of antitrust regulation will likely hit the 
tech industry in the months to come. While some critics advocate breaking up the Big 4, the result 
may be closer to Microsoft’s antitrust case, which ended with the US government winning, but the 
company remaining whole.

The Break-up of Big Tech?

2020: THE ONES TO WATCH
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As we move towards 2020, there have been a few trends that have been 
gathering steam over the last few months. Keep an eye on these ‘Ones to Watch’ 
when planning your strategy for the year ahead.

It’s no secret that the retail industry is struggling, as Coresight Research forecasts 12,000 store 
closures through the end of this year. The steady decline in foot traffic has caused years of difficulty 
for brick-and-mortar retailers as consumers increasingly turn to e-commerce.

The Changing Face of Retail.



2020: THE ONES TO WATCH

Retail brands and their agencies have been forced to adapt to an online and omnichannel world, 
evolving their in-store customer experience to better meet the needs of shoppers. The increased 
investment in experiential retail has helped win back some consumers, with 28% of US internet users 
shopping in-store more often this year compared to last, according to Blackhawk Network. 

Regardless, it’s important to remember that retail overall has seen growth year-on-year as the 
economy has performed well. What we are witnessing is actually a fundamental redistribution of 
where consumers choose to spend their money. In the US, ecommerce sales have grown steadily 
over the past few years, both in real terms and as a percentage of overall retail spend. This trend of 
ecommerce rising as brick and mortar falls is expected to continue for the next 5 years, well into the 
new decade. 

Take grocery shopping as an example: for a traditionally in-store experience, the percentage of 
people doing their weekly or monthly food shopping online has grown, albeit slowly, since 2017. 
While this is still a very narrow subsect of overall grocery shopping, it’s a great barometer for the 
changing attitudes of consumers. 

Reports of struggling retail, then, should be taken with a pinch of salt. Consider how eCommerce will 
affect your audience’s purchase habits, as this will determine how much you should put into this in 
the coming years.

©2019 Incubeta.  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

https://blackhawknetwork.com/trends-in-consumer-retail-and-payment-preferences/


2020: THE ONES TO WATCH

The US is facing uncertain conditions as we round out 2019 and head into 2020. Experts have noted 
multiple concerning indicators of an approaching recession that would greatly affect our economy 
and global markets. These signs include the escalating trade war with China, stock market 
turbulence, and the Treasury yield curve inversion.

While it is impossible to know if a recession will surely happen, the fears are looming on the 
economy. Consumer and corporate spending slowed in August as external factors, such as the 
lowest forecasted global growth rate since 2009, have affected businesses and manufacturers. 

The growing economic uncertainty will likely spur different efforts from the government and financial 
institutions as they attempt to avoid a recession. As the Trump Administration and Federal Reserve 
conflict continues, monetary policy will remain a hot topic, especially as other economies shift to 
negative interest rates. 

Economic Uncertainty.
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Speaking of uncertainty, Brexit remains an important factor to watch. The UK was scheduled to leave 
the European Union on March 29th, but after multiple withdrawal agreements failed, the government 
was forced to ask for an extension, pushing the departure date to October 31st. While the political 
repercussions of Brexit are centered on the UK, there are several economic and business 
considerations to keep in mind as we near the deadline.  

Brexit.

At the time of writing this, the UK Prime Minister is currently trying to get his deal 
through parliament, but if they are unable to reach an agreement a no-deal 
departure becomes a possible reality. From a general economic standpoint, this 
outcome would cause ripples throughout the currency market, increasing the 
value of the dollar in relation to the pound. The UK is our fourth-largest export 
market, and a weak pound would increase the price of US exports and hurt 
American farmers and manufacturers. Many US companies are also 
invested in Great Britain and if they leave without a deal, business 
growth and logistics throughout the EU will be in jeopardy. 

For the digital industry, concerns have mainly focused on the UK 
leaving the EU’s Digital Single Market and data-sharing with other 

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2019-yield-curve-inversions/
https://www.cnn.com/2019/09/19/economy/oecd-global-growth-slowdown/index.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/brexit-deal-no-confidence-vote-theresa-may-why-it-matters-us-today-2019-01-16/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/brexit-deal-no-confidence-vote-theresa-may-why-it-matters-us-today-2019-01-16/


2020: THE ONES TO WATCH

member countries. US companies that process data in the UK may have difficulties sharing with a 
subsidiary or partner in the EU, and vice versa. As it stands, 75% of the UK’s data sharing is with the 
EU, according to a University College London report. Without this data, digital marketing within the 
EU will be severely limited. 

There are many unknowns surrounding Brexit and its consequences, but it’s crucial that marketers 
understand how it can affect their day-to-day operations, especially in the case of a no-deal 
departure. 
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Although the rollout of 5G networks and capabilities is limited thus far, the technological 
advancement will make for major changes in the future. Basic benefits of the switch to 5G include 
faster download/upload speeds, less time lag, and more connectivity, which users experienced after 
the leap from 3G to 4G LTE. 5G will also enable greater proliferation of Internet of Things 
(IOT)-compatible devices that are already starting to become staples in households. 

5G presents new marketing and media opportunities, such as interactive video, better AR/VR 
experiences, and advanced mobile gaming. These emerging technologies, partnered with improved 
internet connection, have the power to shape the industry in the long-term, especially if businesses 
are adequately prepared.

While carriers like Verizon and AT&T are currently working to bring 5G networks to US cities, the 
global market is more controversial. Huawei, China’s chosen company to spearhead their 5G 
endeavor, has been a target of President Trump. Due to recent national security scandals and trade 
war tensions, Huawei has been blacklisted by the US government, meaning American businesses 
are banned from trading with the Chinese company. 

Trump has pressured other countries to take the same stance, but Huawei has still secured over 50 
commercial 5G contracts around the globe. Many American allies are stuck in a difficult position as 
they try to balance political and economic goals. 5G represents an important technological 
development, and Huawei, the world’s largest telecommunications equipment vendor, is 
well-prepared to assist in infrastructure investment. However, countries that strike deals with the 
company will likely face backlash and tense relations with the US. 

5G: The New Frontier.

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/getting-ready-for-5g#page-report
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/09/03/huawei-touts-more-than-50-contracts-for-5g-as-us-pressure-mounts.html
https://www.statista.com/statistics/314657/top-10-telecom-equipment-companies-revenue/


2020: THE ONES TO WATCH

The California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), considered by many as “the American GDPR,” goes into 
effect on January 1, 2020 and remains top-of-mind for many companies. However, 58% of US 
businesses will not be prepared by the deadline, according to PossibleNow’s CCPA Readiness 
Survey. 

The CCPA outlines the rights California residents have over their personal data, including knowing 
whether their personal data is sold, saying no to the sale of their data, and requesting businesses to 
delete any personal information they have collected. The legislation helps consumers better 
understand how their data is being used and gives them the control over it, but it presents a 
challenge for businesses. 

Marketers will have to change the way they collect and use consumer data to ensure they are 
compliant with the new regulations or face hefty fines. Each unintentional violation is capped at 
$2,500, while intentional violations carry a maximum fine of $7,500 per instance. Companies that are 
required to be CCPA-compliant cannot afford to mishandle personal data.

The legislation has been a groundbreaking moment for privacy in the US. A number of other states, 
such as New York and Nevada, have already introduced their own bills using the foundations of the 
CCPA. As more of the country moves to stricter privacy regulations, it’s likely that the federal 
government will enact a version of the law as well. 

The Effects of CCPA.
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https://www.dataprotectionreport.com/2019/06/nevada-new-york-and-other-states-follow-californias-ccpa/


Conclusion.

CONCLUSION

It is expected that the world, and the digital landscape in particular, will change more 
in the next 5 years than it has in the last 50. Just from the points we have discussed 
here it is not hard to see that this is almost certain to be true. 

From changing consumer behavior that will shape the way we sell and market 
products, to the legislation that curtails our strategies, to the political decisions that 
lay outside of our control but will impact almost every aspect of what we do, there is 
so much to consider as planning and implementation carries on throughout the next 
few months.

While it is easy to find the current political uncertainty and waning consumer 
confidence daunting, it is during these periods that new opportunities emerge. Going 
into 2020, we therefore, implore advertisers not to think of the year as one of 
challenges, but rather one of possibilities.

Oh the Possibilities.
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We are rethinking the rules of marketing by integrating 
the three specialisms of Media, Technology and 
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the customer experience back in your hands.
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